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Emperor Obama legitimises the ‘N’ word so ….
KRuddites take their cue to socialize debt and corporatize profits!

Is it time to nationalize credit-creation?

Form A New ‘Commonwealth Bank’!
THIRTY years of laissez faire liberalism and globalism in economics
and politics - have crashed. This
system was the Thatcher / Reagan
revolution in which Malcolm Fraser
played the Australian fiddle. Markets were proclaimed supreme;
everything had to be ‘privatised’ (in
reality ‘corporatised’); free trade
became the slogan ; the currency
was the subject of speculation and
foreign banks came to create our
own credit for us ; the individual
became a moveable cog in production without any job security or
ability to collectively bargain for
wages and conditions. Money was
created by the banks and ‘loaned’
to oligarchs and crooks and placed
in speculative ventures. A bubble!
This rampaging globalist capitalism
was built upon a system created
during the Second World War. Back
then, the precursors of the plan for
this New World Order intended to
establish basic foundations for a
‘world government’ with a ‘world
currency’. This was discussed at
‘Bretton Woods’ in the USA in
1944. This was the scheme of President Roosevelt. Yet, the masters of
money after the war had operated
a type of capitalism, with a
‘government’ that played a role,
with a certain degree of welfare
and community order so as to curtail communism and keep the populace loyal. This could be called
‘social democracy’. This was let go
of by 1980 as being too slow in

producing the globalised industrial
and financial world. By then, internal
communism was no threat. The system went for broke!
It is the free market revolution that
has produced the current world crisis
whereby the New World Order’s emperor, Obama, and his clients (like
KRudd, Brown, Sarkozy) are seeking
to establish a new ‘Bretton Woods
Agreement’ to integrate and rescue
international banking – to save first
‘finance capital’ and then other capital - from destruction.
Emperor Obama is a small ‘l’ liberal
twenty first century clown cum clone
of earlier messiah, Franklin Roosevelt. In 1988, The Economist ran an
article ‘The Phoenix’, in which they
said: ”Thirty years from now, Americans, Japanese, Europeans and peoples in many other rich countries
and some relatively poor ones will
probably be paying for their shopping with the same currency. Prices
will be quoted not in dollars marks
or yen but let us say ‘The Phoenix’.
The article continued: “the pretence
of policy cooperation can be worse
than nothing, and that until real cooperation is feasible (ie. until governments surrender some economic
sovereignty, further attempts to peg
currencies will founder)”.
“Both Gordon Brown and Nicholas
Sarkozy have expressed their support for a push towards global gov-
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Emperor Obama in his new clothes 2009? Or would-be-Napoleon, President Toussaint of
Santa Domingo, 1800? Either way, KRuddites enjoy a French connection with their messiah!

ernance, a world currency with a
New World Order to save the Earth.”
Classic KRudd!
In his thesis in The Monthly (Feb.
2009) magazine, KRudd asserted
the absolute necessity of the dying
capitalist system’s need to embrace
any life boat or jacket – including
that of a new social democracy.
KRudd takes his personal cue from
the Emperor Obama. He is simultaneously a subject of - and an agent
of - Obamamania. Yes, the New
World Order may have succeeded in
fooling a few French girls to kiss the

Australian National Flag.

hands of the Emperor (if not his
hindquarters), but we wizened warriors of this thirty years economic
war know he is completely naked.
As the film Obama Deception: The
Mask Comes Off, the American Alex
Jones tells us Obamaism is a system of smoke and mirrors, a goodguy-creation designed to save the
banks and the multinationals
KRudd wrote in The Monthly:
“It fell to Franklin Delano Roosevelt
to rebuild American capitalism after
the Depression. It fell also to the
American Democrats, (Con’t p. 2)
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YOUTH NATION DESTINY

Cont’d from p. 1
strongly influenced by John Maynard
Keynes, to rebuild post war domestic
demand, to engineer the Marshall
Plan to rebuild Europe and to set in
place the Bretton Woods system to
govern international economic engagement. And so it now falls to
President Obama's administration and to those who will provide international support for his leadership to support a global financial system
that properly balances private incentive with public responsibility in response to the grave challenges presented by the current crisis. The
common thread uniting all three of
these episodes is a reliance on the
agency of the state to reconstitute
properly regulated markets and to
rebuild domestic and global demand.”
Nationalists in the European world –
indeed the whole world – know that
this is one of the signs of an End
Times for modern capitalist ‘Western’
civilisation.
Before a new beginning, there must
be an ending.
All agents of decomposition who play
at social democracy (Obama/KRudd)
and their alternate face the liberaloeconomic
conservatives
(BushHoward) are historically necessary as
a source of inspiration to our will to
national resistance, since their appearance now marks the end of their
hegemony.
As John L. Petersen, author of A New
Beginning: said: “The problems are
structural – they’re systemic. Some

of these issues, especially the financial, oil, and food problems are
also a problem of how we live, our
priorities our paradigms. Leaders
think the old system can be rebooted – almost everyone in the leadership positions in the Obama Administration and in other countries
want to make the old system well.
History says it’s time – perhaps
what is most compelling to me is
that history strongly suggests that
the time is right for a big upset – they
always happen about now in the historical cycle.”
As William Lane prophesised in the
nineteenth century, many times
capitalism was heading towards self
-destruction and always what had
saved it was that members of the
system adopted social democratic
platforms for a short period where
debt would be socialised and profits
public works programs ; sold off
privatised (corporatized) and
wealth to China to create liquid funds.
the masses nationalized to bread
and circuses.
Nationalization as a term has been
The regime in Washington / New rehabilitated. The N word is back.
York seeks to re-regulate and in
some cases nationalize banks and
businesses (spending vast public
sums) before as they say - later
‘handing them back’ to their former
owners.
KRudd has not yet got to that
stage. He has lowered interest
rates ; asked banks pass on interest cuts and criticised them when
they don’t ; freed up home loans
with grants ; given handouts to
stimulate demand (these are all
public debt that we have to pay
back to the banks – sometime) ;
done a Hitler/ Roosevelt with huge

Previously, there was the other N
word, some uncomplimentary word
for a black bloke. Now, we say that
we would nationalize the banks for
the public good not the corporate well
-being—and we wouldn’t be niggardly
about it.
The first step to emancipate the Australian people from the New World
Order is to nationalize the banks,
those agencies of credit creation, to
sustain industry and add to wealth for
the people from our own inherent
credit base. Once upon a time, this
had been the goal of the Labor Party.
when it created the Commonwealth

How Old Labor Australianism Fought The Money Power
Frank Anstey, MP, labour activist
and thinker, wrote in. —The Brisbane Worker (1907):
The Money Power! It is the greatest
power on earth; and it is arrayed
against Labour. No other power
that is or ever was can be named
with it....It attacks us through the
press -- a monster with a thousand
lying tongues, a beast surpassing in
foulness any conceived by the mythology that invented dragons,
werewolves, harpies, ghouls and
vampires. It thunders against us
from innumerable platforms and
pulpits. The mystic machinery of
the churches it turns into an engine
of wrath for our destruction.
Anstey said the money power grew
from modern capitalism but was
also its soulless master. The original labour men sought to break it.
Immediately after Federation, King

O'Malley M.P., fought for the founding of a 'People's Bank' to eliminate
the danger of Australia becoming
an indebted Nation. The Bill to enable the setting up of the
"Commonwealth Bank" was introduced by the Labor Government
and passed by the Parliament in
1911. The Bank was then set up
under the control of a Governor
(Denison Miller) who was appointed
for seven years and was then authorised to raise 2 million Pounds
by the sale of the Bank's debentures. (A debenture is a bond that
is backed only by the credit of the
issuer.)
Australia was successfully financed
at minimum interest. Some
achievements were:
1. - Commonwealth Fleet of Steamers.
2. - Commonwealth Transcontinental Railway and the Note Issue.
3. - Commonwealth Woollen Mills.
4. - Commonwealth Oil Refineries
and the search for oil.
It created a loan of £500 million
Pounds to finance the war at an interest rate of less than 1%. At this
time, Australia would have had to
pay 6.5% on the London money
market. At 1% the Bank made a
profit, then at the end of the war
the
Bank
cancelled
the
£500,000,000 war debt to correctly
reflect the colossal loss of life of
men and war materials

Prime Minister Ben Chifley: sought to defeat
the Money Power

The Commonwealth Bank could
have continued to finance the nation and could have protected Australia from the effects of the "Great
Depression" in the 1930s. However

Sir Denison Miller died suddenly in
1923, and then as a result of pressure from the private Banks the
Bruce-Page government amended
the Commonwealth Bank Act, placing the bank in the hands of a
Board of Directors recruited from
the private Banking sector. Consequently the Bank was never thereafter allowed to compete against
the private Banks contrary to its
original charter. And never again
issued low interest credits (money)

Bank. No more!
KRudd warned: “Social-democratic
governments across the world must
rise to the further challenge of developing a practical policy response
to the crisis that rebuilds shattered
economic growth, while also devising a new regulatory regime for the
financial markets of the future. This
is our immediate challenge. But if
we fail, there is a grave danger
that new political voices of the extreme Left and the nationalist Right
will begin to achieve a legitimacy
hitherto denied them. Again, history is replete with the most disturbing of precedents. “
Agreed, we are ‘disturbing’. And
the shrillest demand we banshees
can make is to form a new Commonwealth Bank to free our Continent Nation from the Money Power.
Thus national resurrection is an insurrection (Anstey) against those
who have robbed us of our patrimony and distorted our destiny.
History will vindicate this!
_________________________
The nationalists to whom the baton
of O’Malley’s and Anstey’s Labor
was passed, invoke the radical nationalist spirit of Henry Lawson’s
“Freedom On The Wallaby:
We’ll make the tyrants feel the
sting of those they would throttle,
They needn’t say the fault is ours—
if blood should stain the wattle.

The enormous value of the Commonwealth Bank to Australia, was
underlined by the Statement from
the Chairman of the Royal Commission on Money and Banking in 1937
when
he
coolly
said:
"The Commonwealth Bank can
make money available to Governments or to others on such terms
as it chooses, even by way of a loan
without interest, or even without
requiring either interest or repayment of principal"!
The Nation's money supply (credit)
is now being created by the Reserve Bank and other private
Banks, including foreign banks here
and ownership of all credit is
claimed by them, distributed as
loans which are interest-bearing
debts.
In 1946-7, in the final gasp of Old
Labor principle, Prime Minister Chifley sought to nationalize the private
banks. Why ‘compete’ against the
private banks when cheap credit
should be a right? The Liberal Party
created a mass movement that
fooled people that such an act was
“communist” in nature. The move
failed.

Drugs, Despair, Deliverance: Operation Osterley, by seasoned patriot, Perry Jewell, is a must-read for
all parents with a drug dependent
child, or for all young people challenged by drugs. It makes a strong
call for war on the drug criminals,
for parental rights over young addicts and for a new strategy to
cure the scourge. Price: $20 from
P.O. Box 7799 Mail Centre Toowoomba 4351
Australia First promotes this book.

A ‘Political Resolution’ That Sets Australian First Party To Become The
Australian People’s Movement For Identity, Independence And Freedom!
June 7 2009
This document, adopted by the party as its guide for action in 2009—
2010 was widely discussed by
members at the recent party conference. Only Australia First Party
has the way forward for the broad
Australian nationalist community.

It was considered previously that all
three tiers in tandem construct a
modern political movement. This
method is again affirmed.
The party has rejected by its practise
since September 2007 (the time of
our re-incorporation), the notion that
the operation of the three-tier method has any relationship towards making it a ‘mainstream’ movement.

The national conference of the Australia First Party is held at a time
when it has taken the necessary
steps towards its registration as a
Federal party and when particular
political and economic circumstances are favourable to its growth as The party has rejected the idea of
an Australian people’s political, so- mainstreaming’ as a recipe for failure.
cial and cultural movement.
Mainstreaming means trimming policies, style and activities to conform
with an artificial scheme of what is
The party’s perception of the cur- supposedly acceptable to the nominal
rent political and economic condi- citizen. It usually follows that this
tions, is set out in the article “For perception is media driven. This critiThe Globalising Australian State, cism of mainstreaming is again afThe Hour Of Reckoning Has firmed.
Struck”; this item has oriented the
party correctly. The party understands that the crisis of the econo- Accordingly, the Australia First Party
my now under way, may ultimately takes up the defence of Real Australextend into a political crisis of the ia, those sections of the Australian
regime within a half-decade. It fol- workers, farmers, small businesspeolows that the overall crisis of the ple and other patriotic working people
regime shall also occur with the es- who are prepared to defend their
sential backdrop of longer-term class interests by non mainstream
physical dangers to the nation itself means. The unity of these classes
– threats of population shifts to this generally, constitutes the Nation, and
Continent and direct foreign inter- the Nation is to be pitted against the
vention preparatory to partition, re- ‘globalist Australia’ of the traitor
colonisation and the fulsome exploi- class, the class made up of the varitation of the Continent – that is, the ous business, political, media, admindispossession of the Australian Peo- istrative and other elites who have no
ple.
country and deny us the right to be
Australian.
Our ultimate objective is to change
the regime in Australia and win
Australian independence from the
New World Order system to which
the Australian traitor class is obedient and thereby secure the Australian identity and our freedom. This
task is now conceived in the period
when the New World Order system
is under challenge from many peoples, processes and political movements and for many divergent reasons. Our Australian mission benefits from this challenge.

Accordingly, the Australia First Party,
searches for and locates an immediate strategy and tactics that make
this struggle viable and which contribute to the construction of a nationalist party.
publicofficer@eurekacouncil.com.au
<publicofficer@eurekacouncil.com.a
In the
period 2009 – 2010, the Ausu>First Party will husband carefultralia
ly its resources. It will therefore
(temporarily) limit its approach to social groups where the party can establish immediate roots.

The party has previously decided
that its method of political approach Accordingly, the Australia First Party
is called the three tier method.
resolves to build upon previous contacts and other structures and:
The three tiers are defined as

1. Approach truck owner/drivers and
drivers.

1. Electoral work, especially local
government work, where elections 2. Approach the new unemployed,
are understood as means to carry particularly the youth.
on agitation and propaganda such
that political ‘space’ and public 3. Approach the university students.
‘legitimacy’ are acquired.
The development of the Australia
2. Community action, which means First Party by means of specific camdirect action on the behalf of people paigns in these social areas is the key
and in the furtherance of our gen- task for the next 12 months. Organieral campaigns, action based di- zation will be subordinated to this
rectly in the community, and often overall task. The party will not be deby means of demonstration and flected from this task.
other action, such that a new social
movement is built.
In building its own base and its struc3. Ideological development of a tures, the Australia First Party will
counter-world view to globalist lib- nonetheless work with, wherever poseralism coupled with the idea of sible, any association, organization or
Australian-cultural defence, such party, that espouses any sort of Austhat the party possesses an Austral- tralianist sentiment. It will do this in
ianist Faith with which to replace order to build a united front of pat-the old—and one which is based in riots in struggle, but where necessary
the realities of the Australian soil.
the party will not hesitate to point out
where it both agrees and disagrees

with any other organization or party.
Our party will maintain its independence and initiative at all times. The
party affirms that it is the vanguard
movement and that its final aim is to
unite all those who can be united into
one party structure.

AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY
“We are for this Australia, for the
Nationality that is creeping to the
verge of being, for the progressive
people“.
William Lane, BOOMERANG, 1887.

Accordingly, the draft party constitution will be developed to permit democratic consultation, but which will
also affirm that decisions once made
will be enforced, whether these decisions are made by the Conference, or
between conferences, by the party
management committee. As the present rules require, a conference will
be called within 12 months of the
Federal registration of the party to
elect the new national council of the
party to replace the present committee. This conference will review the
progress of the party.
The Conference declares that the
members of Australia First Party
should be prepared to intensify their
commitment to the development of
the party, uphold its programme and
defend its activities. This is service to
the Australian People.
We are united in our resolve to build
the Australia First Party as the vehicle of the Australian People to secure
their Identity, Independence and
Freedom.
__________________________________

UNITY AND INITIATIVE
In keeping with its policy of unity in
struggle, the party endorses the following events and groups:

SYDNEY FORUM 2009
The Sydney Forum 2009 is a two day
free speech event set for the last
weekend of September. Day One will
be held at a Sydney club. The new
website for the Forum will put you in
touch with your speakers’ list and
give other necessary details. See:
www.sydneyforum.net

“Australia is not a sect or a section,
it is not a caste or a class, or a
creed, it’s not to be a Southern England nor yet another United States.
Australia is the whole white people of
this Continent.”
BOOMERANG November 18 1887.
“By the term Australian we mean not
just those who were merely born in
Australia. All white men who come to
these shores with a clean record and
who leave behind the memory of the
class distinctions and religious differences of the Old World, all men who
place the happiness of their adopted
land before imperialism, are Australian.”
BULLETIN magazine, July 2 1887.
“I reject in conscience, the idea that
Australia should or can ever be a
multi-racial society and survive.
Arthur Calwell, BE JUST AND FEAR
NOT, 1972.
_____________________________

CLASSIC AUSSIE TEXTS BY
FRANK ANSTEY, MP
The Kingdom Of Shylock and The
Money Power explained the rise of
finance capital in the early 20th Century. What is money? How is it created by private banks? What was the
nationalist alternative?
Go to the Nationalist Archive at
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat

Uphold the Nether Left Nor Right alternative! Make plans to be there!
__________________________________

AUSTRALIAN LONG
DISTANCE OWNERS’ AND
DRIVERS’ ASSOCIATION
Led by truck owners and drivers and
to defend their professional interest
is ALDODA. The President is ‘Bunny’
Brown, a determined advocate for
truckies rights.
P.O. Box 13 Adelong 2729
0438 072 494
_____________________________

EUREKA COUNCIL OF NEW
SOUTH WALES
The Eureka Council was established
to defend and articulate the nativeAustralian cultural heritage, something ignored or deprecated in turn
by the multiculturalist industry.
P.O. Box 93 Blaxland 2774
publicofficer@eurekacouncil.com.au

About Audacity
Established 1977.
Re-established 2007.
The Bulletin of the 21st Century
“That which failed to destroy us,
only made us stronger.’
Subscription: Audacity will be
published quarterly. $6 for 4 issues. Cheques / money orders
pay Australia First Party.
Our logo is the Janus head imposed upon the Southern Cross.
This Roman god looked backwards and forwards, binding
past, present and future
Audacity, printed and authorised
by A.F. Norwick 725 Princes
Highway, Tempe 2044

April 25 2008
By the time this paper has reached
you, the Australia First Party shall
have applied to register as a Federal
political party.
This shall be a major step forward for
the Australian nationalist movement.
A period of uncertainty for many has
ended with a hope for united action.
Australia First Party is an incorporated
body in New South Wales. The party
also has a registration in that State
under the Local Government Act which
entitles it to contest Council polls. It
possesses other legal structure in that
it operates as a specialised unit,
(under the former title of the party)—
‘Australia First Party Inc.’ This entity

has been formed to receive bequests
and special gifts to further the cause
of Australian nationalism. ‘Australia
First Party (NSW) Incorporated is also a registered business name.

It adopted a key political resolution (overleaf p. 3) and it formulated a number of plans to develop the party organizationally in
2009—2010.

The management committee of the
party has opted to create a movement that assumes a corporate identity and one therefore which inspires
its members to accept it is here for
the long haul.

Remarkable was the intervention
Queensland nationalist
activist,
Mr. Perry Jewell, who previously
achieved the first real political
breakthrough for our broad political family in his home State, with
the Confederate Action Party in
1992. Mr. Jewell counselled for a
party that created branches and
entities for work not chatter, with
delineated areas of authority.

Now We Move Forward!
The party held a national conference
over June 6—7. This conference
brought together activists and leaders from across the country.

Mr. Brendan Gidley of Victoria saw

party progress contingent upon a
type of organisation with a
‘democratic centralist’
method:
this briefly means consultation of
members to reach a decision all
must support in public; a strong
definition of membership; internal
education to build unity.
Mr. Rob Fraser of New South
Wales alluded to Henry Lawson’s
vision for a great people’s Commonwealth, indicting the social
decay of our time as a historical
repeat of the former, one which
requires the old Lawson solution!
The conference set the pace for
the national growth of the party.

The Eight Core Policies Of Australia First: A Programme
And A Method For National Rebirth!
Whatever will benefit Australia, that we are for; whatever will harm Australia, that we are against. William Lane
2 The Eight Core Policies of Australia First are
the basis of association for the party. They
are (with explanations and the implied ninth
point) as follows:

1 Ensure Australia Retains Full Independence
Protect our sovereignty (national, constitutional and personal) and maintain an adequate defence, whilst being reasonable and
fair in our nation's international dealings.

2 Rebuild Australian Manufacturing Industries
This is the only way we can be self sufficient.
It will provide jobs for our children, and help
buy back the farm and allow Australia to be
free of foreign debts. Our infrastructure has
been run down over many years - it must be
rebuilt. We must improve the practicality and
relevance of our educational systems, and
target government support for industry to diversify, innovate, perform and expand. We
recognise that small business is fundamental
to this policy. A satisfactory financial environment is also urgent and essential.

3 Control Foreign Ownership
Bring foreign ownership and investment back
under control.

4

Reduce

and

Limit

Immigration

Immigration mistakes can be big long term 9 Democratise Other Policy Issues
mistakes. Immigration policy must take into
account social cohesion, employment opportu- All other policies (non-core policies) are matters of free conscience and are not binding
nities, urbanisation and environmental issues
upon Australia First’s future parliamentarians
or councillors who are to represent their elec5 Abolish Multiculturalism
torates.
End the divisive, government funded and instiIssues of public interest on which Australia
tutionalised policy of multiculturalism.
First needs to formulate policy will be canvassed with the party membership and plebi6 Introduce Citizen's Initiated Referenda
scites conducted where deemed appropriate
Amend the Australian Constitution such that by the party’s National Council. The party also
the people can initiate a constitutional referen- permits branches to formulate specific elecdum which, if approved by the Australian peo- toral policies or community policies not inconple, will amend the Australian Constitution. sistent with the Eight Core Policies.
This simple step will confirm the political authority of voters and make legislators aware From time to time, the party will issue materithat they are the servants of the Australian al that provides interpretation of the core poliPeople, not their masters. The people directly cies. This interpretative material would reflect
should also possess the sovereign right and the spirit of the party.
the power to initiate other legislation
The organizational purpose for this statement
of policy and system for policy creation is sim7. Strengthen the family
ple: Australia First does not require weighty
tomes, which change from month to month,
Promote policies that strengthen and protect
as do the programmes of the Establishment
the traditional family.
parties and those who ape them. It requires a
focus for action and for unity within the party.
8 Strive to Rebuild A United Australia
Promote policies that recognise the interdependence of city and country.

Australia First is to build a new national movement. Practicality is method.

Where To Find Australia First

National committee e-mail:
ausfirst@alphalink.com.au

National Contact Line:
02 8587 0014

Qld. State committee:
afpqld@hotmail.com

New South Wales:
Australia First (NSW) office: P.O.
Box 593 Rockdale 2216
Blue Mountains: P.O. Box 202
Katoomba 2780
Western Sydney: P.O. Box 200
Emerton 2770
Newcastle: P.O. Box 482 The
Junction 2291; 0420 351 216
Coffs Harbour: 0419 492 917
Sutherland Shire: P.O. Box 2499
Taren Point 2228 ; 0407 732 868
Other locations to be advised.

Australia Wide:
Australia First (Toowoomba):
P.O. Box 103 Crows Nest 4355
Australia First (Gold Coast)
afgoldcoast@gmail.com
Australia First (Adelaide)
afsa@live.com.au
Australia First (Western Australia): P.O. Box 129 Collie 6225
Australia First (Victoria): P.O.
Box 223 Croydon 3136
Other locales to be advised.

Special Independent
Nationalist Organisations

‘Australia First’ Web Sites

Sydney Forum:
www.sydneyforum.net
Inverell Forum:
www.inverellforum.org

Australia First Party Resources

Independent nationalist Resources

New South Wales:
http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
Queensland:
www.australiafirst.org.au
Newcastle:
www.australiafirsthunter.org
Melbourne:
www.australiafirst.net
Truth Television:
www.truthtelevi

Australian Nationalist Ideological
Historical And Legal Archive:
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat
Nativist nationalists:
www.alphalink.com.au/~eureka
National Independent magazine (on
line): http://rogerhnsw.tripod.com/

